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Cake recipes without eggs and milk

Jump to Recipe Print RecipeThe easiest and most delicious vanilla cake recipe you can make with simple and affordable staples for pantry! No eggs, no milk, and no butter needed! A bowl, 30 minutes and no blenders needed! Vegan, gluten-free, dairy-free. You can never go wrong with classic recipes, like a classic banana bread, classic
chocolate chip cookies, and this infallible vanilla cake. Vanilla cake is hands down, one of the most underrated desserts, in my opinion! I'm not even kidding- This is the best and easy vanilla cake recipe you'll ever make. Vanilla Crazy Cake Recipe- Vegan and gluten-free! This Crazy Vanilla cake, often called vanilla wacky cake and
depression vanilla cake is the vanilla version of this crazy chocolate cake. As it's chocolate cousin, the crazy vanilla cake gained popularity during the depression era when the basic ingredients were hard to find. Just like the chocolate version, it's not hard to find ingredients. It's cheap to make, super simple and doesn't require fancy
kitchen gadgets. There are no eggs in it, no milk and no butter needed, but you would never say it. It tastes like your favorite vanilla canned cake mix - sweet, sweet and fluffy at the same time. It also happens to be naturally vegan (no dairy products!) and gluten-free, thanks to the gluten-free flour used. BONUS- See my tips below to find
out how to make it sugar-free, too! How to make a vanilla cake from scratch Whether you're a team chocolate cake or not, you'll love this list of ingredients and even simpler instructions! The all-purpose flour ingredients- You can use either all-purpose flour (standard) or gluten-free all-purpose flour (as I used it). On the texture side, I didn't
notice any difference between the two. Sugar - White sugar or a mixture of white sugar/cassonade is the best. I wouldn't recommend using any brown sugar, as I always find the flavor overwhelming. See the notes below to keep this recipe sugar-free. Baking soda - Unlike baking powder, baking soda gives the vanilla cake a bit of lifting
but also leaves the cake. Salt- Believe it or not, salt brings out sweetness, and a necessity for any cake, muffin or brownie! White vinegar (or apple cider vinegar, or lemon juice) - This is what replaces eggs, and also gives the stability of the cake (you don't want the cake to flow!). I prefer white vinegar, but lemon juice works too. Canola oil
(or oil of choice)! I used canola oil because that's what I had on hand, but you can also use vegetable oil, coconut oil, carafe oil, etc. Vanilla Extract - A MUST for any good baked, but especially for this vanilla cake! Water to mix it all together! The instructions Start by preheating the oven to 180C/350F and prepare a square baking dish by
covering with parchment paper. Leave about an inch on each side overhanging, so you can remove the cake from the pan easily later! Then, in a large mixing bowl, add your dry ingredients and mix well. Form 3 wells (depressions) in the dry mixture and add vinegar in the first, vanilla extract in the second, and oil in the third. You will then
slowly pour the water over the top. Using a whisk or wooden spoon, mix the ingredients until fully incorporated. Transfer the vanilla cake batter to the lined baking pan and bake for 25-30 minutes, or until a toothpick comes out clean. Remove the cake from the oven and let the cake rest for 10 minutes, before transferring it to a wire rack to
cool completely. If desired, frost the cake once cooled. Easy Frosting Ideas Cashew Cream Cheese Ice Cream Is my go-to white icing, and uses cashew nuts to form a cream cheese icing texture. Click here for the recipe. Vanilla glaze - A simple glaze made from powdered sugar, water and a dash of vanilla extract. Store-bought icing -
Do it the lazy way and use your favourite store-bought vanilla icing. How to make this sugar-free cake Easily make this cake sugar-free, replacing sugar with one of the following monk fruit sweeteners- Monk fruit granulated sweetener can be used, and is the best alternative to white sugar. You can reduce this by 1/4, because it is super
soft. Swerve - Similar to monk fruits, swerve uses erythritol to keep sugar out and calories low. Cooking zero-calorie sweeteners- Cooking Splenda and cooking aspartame can be used, but I recommend you reduce it because it is twice as sweet as table sugar. TIP: Make sure you appreciate the taste of sugar-free sweeteners, as the
flavour can be very obvious once the cake is baked. Easy vanilla cake recipe tips Do not overcook the cake as it continues to bake in the pan as it cools. Check around the 25-minute mark, and adjust from there. For easy removal, make sure there is an inch of parchment paper over the edge of the baking sheet. For the tastiest vanilla
cake, stick to canola oil or vegetable oil. I found coconut oil to sometimes have a slight flavor. I don't recommend 0ther types of flour because it changes the texture. Whole wheat flour (whole flour) can leave the cake fluffy, and oatmeal can leave the cake dense. Try using a good quality vanilla extract, as opposed to a cheaper type, or
vanilla imitation. Believe me, you can say it. Storage Tips to keep: Store vanilla cake in a waterproof container at room temperature for up to 3 days. The cake can also be refrigerated for up to 7 days. To freeze: Place vanilla cake in a container in the freezer and store in the freezer for up to 6 months. Allow the cake to thaw in the
refrigerator overnight. Most delicious easy pantry dessert recipes 1 1/2 cups gluten-free all-purpose flour, if necessary1 cup of sugar - See notes1 tsp of baking soda1/2 teaspoons of salt1 tsp. white vinegar5 tbsp canola oil - See notes1 1/2 teaspoon vanilla extract1 cup of water Preheat the oven to 180C/350F. Line a square pan with
parchment paper, leaving an inch on each side overhanging, for easy removal. In a large mixing bowl, add dry ingredients and mix well. Form three three (depressions) in the dry mixture. In one, add vinegar. In the second, add the vanilla extract, and in the last, add the oil. Pour the water over the top and using a whisk or wooden spoon,
mix until it is completely combined. Transfer your vanilla cake batter to the lined pan. Bake for 25 to 30 minutes or until skewered clean. Remove from oven and let cool in pan for 10 minutes, before transferring to a wire rack to cool completely. If desired, frost the cooled cake. You can use any white sugar, or some white/brown sugar. You
can also use a sugar-free substitute, as mentioned in the body of the post. Avoid using any brown sugar, as it will darken the cake and also have a slight molasses flavour. All oil works - vegetable oil, sunflower oil, coconut oil, sunflower car oil, etc. If you like easy cake recipes, you'll love this swirling cinnamon bread and cinnamon cake.
Service: 1piece Calories: 217kcal Carbohydrates: 35g Protein: 2g Fat: 8g Sodium: 271mg Potassium: 22mg Fibre: 1g Vitamin A: 3IU Vitamin C: 3mg Calcium: 3mg Iron: 1mg NET CARBS: 34g Give us a @thebigmansworld shout or tag #thebigmansworld! Egg-free chocolate cake recipe with video and step-by-step photos - This simple
wet, sweet chocolate cake has no butter, no eggs, no milk in it, except for the icing that uses little butter and milk. This cake is made with almost very basic ingredients and is popularly known as wacky cake or depression cake. He was born during the Second World War following the introduction of the rationing system by the British
government to overcome food shortages. This cake was baked at that time because it needed only basic ingredients like flour, oil, soda and sugar. Ingredients such as eggs, milk and butter that were in short supply were not needed. Egg-free chocolate cake is one of the fastest and can be made even by a hassle-free beginner. It turns out
to be very soft, moist, spongy and very light. A simple chocolate syrup, whipped cream icing or chocolate butter icing goes well on this cake. This egg-free cake recipe and a non-baking cookie cake recipe had been very popular nearly a decade ago and had come in many food magazines and columns. Faqs on chocolate cake without
eggs 1. Can can all-purpose flour be replaced with wheat flour? Yes, but the cake becomes dense and the flavor changes too. If you like to try, use very fine ground wheat flour. Then add 1 to 2 tbsp more water. 2. Can I use butter instead of oil? Yes, the oil can be replaced with unsalted melted butter. But the oil makes the cake wetter. 3.
Can I replace water with milk? Yes, I made this cake several times using whole fat milk. The texture becomes slightly dense. 4.Can I can use baking powder instead of baking soda? No, baking powder cannot be used to make this recipe for chocolate cake without eggs. Baking soda and baking powder are different. 5.How to bake this
cake without an oven? If you don't have an oven, you can also cake in a stove or heavy-bottomed pan. You can check out this post on how to make cake in the stove. 6.Can I make this cake with dried fruit and nuts? Yes, you can use about half a cup of finely chopped tutti fruttis or mixed dried fruit. Mix them in 1 tbsp flour and stir gently
with the dough prepared at the last step. 7.What adjustments should I make if I use wheat flour, butter and milk? To make this egg-free chocolate cake with wheat flour, butter and milk just use a little more water or milk. Then, to improve the taste and texture pour a little sugar syrup on the cake to keep it moist. For the sugar syrup, boil 2
tbsp sugar in 4 tbsp of water until the sugar dissolves and begins to boil well. Cool this and pour over the cake after cooling completely. Go in icing the cake. Tips for making the best chocolate cake without eggs 1. Test baking soda before use: Be sure to use good quality baking soda. To test, add 2 tbsp lemon juice or vinegar to a bowl.
Add half a c. baking soda tea and stir. If it is fresh then it will bubble and sizzle immediately. Then if the mixture doesn't bubble and fizz up it indicates that baking soda is not good then replace it with a new bottle of soda. If your baking soda is not good, then the cake will become flat and will not become spongy. 2.Quantity of soda: Do not
increase the amount of soda as it can leave a bitter taste. 3. Vinegar: Use good quality vinegar that is intended for cooking. If possible, use apple cider vinegar. Good quality acid ingredient will help the baking soda react well and make the cake light and spongy. 4. Vanilla flavour: I use vanilla extract for most of my cooking. You can also
replace it with vanilla powder or vanilla essence. Readers often ask me if the extract and the essence are the same. They're not the same. Vanilla Essence is an artificial flavoring agent so you will have to use only a few drops in the recipe. I also use this recipe to make the basis for eggless black forest cake For more cake recipes, you
can checkEggless vanilla cakeSponge cake without eggsEggless fruit cakeEggfree carrot cakeApple - egg-free banana cakeChocolate without eggs Step by step How to make chocolate cake without eggs 1. Preheat the oven to 170 degrees Celsius or 340F for at least 15 minutes. Grease an 8-inch round cake pan. I strongly suggest
using parchment paper to line the cake tray. De way, the egg-free chocolate cake comes out of the pan easily. If you don't have it, then drizzle a little flour all over the sides and bottom. Reverse it and pat it on the kitchen sink to remove excess flour. Prepare dry ingredients 2. Place a sieve on a large mixing bowl. Add 1 1/2 cups of all-
purpose flour (180 grams)1/4 cup cocoa powder1/2 teaspoon salt 1 teaspoon baking soda. Before measuring the flour and cocoa from the packaging, plush with a fork. Then spoon to the measuring cup and level it with a knife or object with straight edges. This way you will get the right amounts. Amounts. Amounts.
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